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If individual molecules are to be used as building blocks for electronic devices, it will be essential to understand charge transport at
the level of single molecules. Most existing experiments rely on the synthesis of functional rod-like molecules with chemical linker
groups at both ends to provide strong, covalent anchoring to the source and drain contacts. This approach has proved very successful,
providing quantitative measures of single-molecule conductance, and demonstrating rectification and switching at the single-
molecule level. However, the influence of intermolecular interactions on the formation and operation of molecular junctions has
been overlooked. Here we report the use of oligo-phenylene ethynylene molecules as a model system, and establish that
molecular junctions can still form when one of the chemical linker groups is displaced or even fully removed. Our results
demonstrate that aromatic p2p coupling between adjacent molecules is efficient enough to allow for the controlled formation
of molecular bridges between nearby electrodes.

To determine the electronic properties of molecular junctions1–3 it
is necessary to wire a single molecule (or a few molecules) between
a source and drain electrode. This has become possible only in the
last decade thanks to the development of new experimental
techniques that allow the controlled formation of nanometre-
sized gaps between pairs of metal electrodes4–8. These techniques
provide a configuration with long-term stability and mechanical
control of the gap size at the picometre scale, which allows
reproducible measurements to be made5,9.

Among these techniques, the construction of mechanical break
junctions has attracted much attention10–18. In this approach, a gold
wire with a constriction in its centre is continuously stretched,
causing the diameter at the constriction to become smaller and
smaller until the wire breaks to produce two atomic-scale gold
contacts19. Molecules with two terminal anchor groups can then
be anchored in the gap between the contacts to form a molecular
junction (Fig. 1a).

Thiols (–SH) have been widely used as terminal anchor groups.
Because the covalent gold–sulphur bond is stronger than a gold–
gold bond20,21, the gold atoms migrate to the ends of the contacts to
form elongated tips when the electrodes are pulled apart (red
arrows in Fig. 1b). This process continues until the force exceeds
the strength of the gold–gold bond and the molecular junction
breaks open. The electrical conductance G (G ¼ I/V, where I is
the current through the junction and V the applied voltage bias)
of the junction remains approximately constant as the electrodes
are pulled apart during stretching, but it drops suddenly when
the junction breaks open.

For molecules with only one anchor group rather than two, one
would not expect a stable metal–molecule–metal junction,
because the molecules can only attach to one side of the junction

(Fig. 1c). However, this assumption ignores intermolecular
interactions and, as we shall see, these interactions can be
relevant to the behaviour of molecular junctions.

CONDUCTANCE OF MOLECULAR JUNCTIONS

We used oligo-phenylene ethynylene (OPE) molecules as our
model system. Conjugated molecules such as OPE have
interesting electron transport properties due to the delocalization
of electrons along the molecular backbone22,23. Such a structure
results in the energy gap between the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) being smaller (�3 eV) than the HOMO–
LUMO gap of saturated molecules (�7 eV), leading to more
efficient charge transport through the molecule.

We used a mechanically controllable break junction (MCBJ)
setup to form molecular junctions in liquid (see Fig. 2 and
Methods for further details)24,25. The electrical conductance was
measured while opening the junction. Representative opening
curves are shown in the solvent (Fig. 2d) and the same solvent but
with added OPE–dithiol molecules (Fig. 2e). We present the
electrical data on a logarithmic scale, because only the log G(z)
representation yields a full view of the evolution of the
conductance G during opening of the junction17. We first discuss
G(z) for the pure solvent (THF/mesitylene ¼ 1:4 v/v ratio) (Fig. 2d).

When the substrate is bent, the gold bridge is stretched and G(z)
decreases. However, the decrease evolves as a series of conductance
plateaus for G values above the quantum conductance unit
G0 ; 2e2/h (see top arrow in Fig. 2d). There is a so-called ‘last
plateau’, with a value of G � G0. This last plateau corresponds to a
single-atom gold bridge. If the junction is elongated further, it
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breaks. Then, a sudden decrease of G is evident in the G(z) curves.
This is thought to be caused by a sudden rearrangement of the
gold atoms, reshaping the front end of the two gold electrodes.
The down-jump typically stops at a value of G � 1023 G0, when
electron tunnelling between the electrodes sets in (see bottom
arrow in Fig. 2d). Electron tunnelling with a constant tunnelling
barrier height results in a linear dependence of log(G) versus z, as
observed in the measurements. Because single curves vary and
display fluctuations, we built histograms of the measured log(G)
values (right side of Fig. 2d). Although measured in a solvent, this
behaviour would look similar in vacuum. Hence, the solvent is a
passive element in this reference experiment24.

When OPE–dithiol molecules (having terminal –SH linkers on
both ends) were added to our MCBJ liquid cell, the G(z)
dependence was markedly changed (Fig. 2e). Instead of a sudden
drop followed by a tunnelling slope, as is observed in the solvent
when the junction opens, clear conductance plateaus appear at G
values below G0, typically at G � 1024G0. This is the signature of
the formation of a molecular junction. The chance of formation
is not unity, but amounts to the reasonably large fraction
(40–50%) in this case. Because the plateaus are relatively noisy,
the single-molecule conductance data display a broad, but very
pronounced peak in the log(G) histogram (right side of Fig. 2e).
From this peak we deduce G ¼ 1.2+0.1 � 1024G0 for the single-
molecule conductance value of the OPE–dithol molecule (see
Methods). We emphasize that we always use all measured curves
in our analysis. Curves that do not show plateaus contribute to a
tunnelling background similar to that for the pure solvent17.

MODIFYING ONE ANCHOR GROUP

The molecules (1–5) displayed in Table 1 were designed and
synthesized for the charge transport characterization reported

here. The table also illustrates the strategy of the present study.
Using three-phenyl-ring OPE molecules, we gradually changed
the strength of the molecular linker on one end of the molecule.
Molecule 1 is our reference OPE–dithiol molecule, which has
two terminal thiol anchors to covalently bridge the two contact
electrodes. This molecule does form single-molecule junctions26.
In molecule 2, a pyridine–nitrogen atom on the para position of
the terminal phenyl ring replaces the thiol anchor group. Here,
one may still expect the formation of single-molecule junctions,
due to the coordination of the nitrogen atom with the gold
electrode20,27,28. In molecule 3, the nitrogen atom is “hidden” by
shifting it from the para to ortho position within the phenyl ring,
which should drastically reduce the binding properties of the
molecule20. Finally, the second anchor group is completely
removed in 4. Molecule 5 is a shorter derivative and serves as an
additional control to complete the series.

The results of the corresponding conductance measurements
are shown in Fig. 3. The order of molecules is similar to that in
Table 1. It is immediately evident that in all cases a pronounced
conductance peak appears. It is suprising that both the height
and the width of these peaks are similar for molecules 1–4.
Going through the sequence from above, we see that the
conductance value Gpeak, corresponding to the peak position in
the log(G) histogram, is for molecule 2 slightly reduced by a
factor of approximately 2–3 compared with molecule 1. This
lower value could be explained by a weaker electronic coupling
between the nitrogen and gold atoms. Recent studies show a
strong dependence of conductance on the coordination of
pyridine–nitrogen anchoring groups to the gold electrodes28.

Although we expect a peak in log(G) for molecule 2, a similar
peak of equal magnitude for molecule 3 comes as a surprise.
Because the nitrogen atom of the pyridine structure in molecule
3 is ‘hidden’, it may provide, if at all, a much less probable
binding site to the electrode. In contrast to this, the identical
magnitude and width of the peak in log(G) suggest that molecule
3 also binds in the junction with a similar probability as
molecules 1 and 2. Hence, the observed strong binding must
have another origin. This is supported further by the
measurements for molecule 4. Although the anchor group at one
end is now removed, we obtain very similar results for 3 and 4.
Why does a molecular junction form, even with molecular rods
having only a single linker group on one side of the rod?

AROMATIC STACKING

We believe that the connection between the electrodes is made
possible by a p–p stacking interaction between a pair of
molecules29–31. If one molecule is anchored by means of its thiol
linker group on, for example, the left electrode, another one
bound to the right electrode can complete the mechanical
assembly of the junction through p–p coupling through the
phenyl rings. This interpretation is supported by the shift of
Gpeak to lower values by more than an order of magnitude. In
this picture, a reduced G value is expected, because the pair of
molecules will be longer than a single dithiol molecule anchored
between gold electrodes. We observe that the junctions form with
a similar probability, whether for dithiolated compounds or
monothiolated compounds. This might a priori appear
surprising, because the molecular junctions formed by
monothiolated compounds will be composed of two molecules
and might therefore occur less frequently. However, this is
not the case, as we do not have a diffusion-limited experimental
situation. After immersion in the molecular solution (0.25 mM,
see Methods), the gold bridge will be covered with a monolayer
of molecules over its whole surface. Upon breaking open the gold

Figure 1 Anchoring of a molecule in a metal junction. a, A stable molecular

junction is realized when a molecule (blue rectangle) anchors between the gold

metal electrodes (orange) with the aid of two chemical linker groups (emphasized

with circles) that form chemical bonds with the gold. b, When the electrodes are

moved apart, the gold atoms are pulled by the anchored molecule into the periphery

of the gold junctions (red arrows), leading to the formation of tips. c, Molecules with

only one anchor group are not expected to form a stable molecular bridge.
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bridge, there will be a high local concentration of molecules
available for the formation of a molecular junction. Although the
kinetics of junction formation will depend on whether we have
dithiolated or monothiolated compounds, the typical time
constants will be orders of magnitude faster than can be resolved
by our experimental setup (typically 5 ms). We therefore do not
expect to see a difference between the two situations.

As the strength of p–p stacking depends strongly on the
conjugation extent of the system and the overlap between adjacent
compounds, one straightforward control experiment, without
modifying to a great extent the electronic structure of the

molecules (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S1), is to
investigate an OPE compound with only two phenylene units
(molecule 5). Here, the width of the conductance peak in the
log(G) histogram is much broader than shown before by any other
molecule (Fig. 3). Although this peak is also somewhat shallow,
single G(z) curves still display clearly visible but noisier plateaus at
values larger than the plateau values for molecules 3 and 4 (see
Supplementary Information, Fig. S2). We believe that the peak for
molecule 5 is less pronounced because of the reduced p–p
interaction for these shorter molecules, leading to a mechanically
less stable junction. Note that a pair of molecules of 5 tends to
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Figure 2 Measurement apparatus and conductance curves. a, Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a typical sample used in this mechanically controlled

break junction (MCBJ) apparatus. The top part (yellow) is made from gold. The gold structure has a constriction at its centre and is fabricated by electron-beam

lithography on a flexible steel plate that includes an insulating polyimide top layer. After plasma etching, the gold constriction forms a suspended bridge. (Scale bar,

1mm). b, The sample is mounted in a mechanical bending apparatus in which a pushrod is pressing from below against the flexible sample. An upward pushrod

movement Dz increases the bending of the substrate. As a consequence, an increasing pulling force is established at the constriction of the gold electrode structure (1).

The gold bridge elongates and finally breaks in the narrowest section. c, The actual MCBJ setup also embodies a liquid cell (2) on top of the sample holder (3).

d, e, Three typical single G(z ) curves measured in pure solvent (d, black) and in the same solvent but with added OPE–dithiol molecules (e, blue). The curves are

shifted horizontally for clarity. The two black arrows in d indicate respectively the breaking point of the gold junction at G � G0 (top arrow) and the onset of the

tunnelling regime at G � 1023G0 (bottom arrow). Also shown are histograms (N logG(log G)) of log(G) values obtained from 100 opening curves each. In the tunnelling

regime, the solvent contribution results in a constant number of counts in the histogram (vertical grey lines). In the presence of OPE–dithiol molecules a clear peak

signature develops from which we deduce the molecular junction conductance (Gaussian fit).

Table 1 The molecules investigated and related parameters. The molecular rods 1–5 were synthesized in their acetyl-protected form (R 5 COCH3). In situ

deprotection formed the free thiol, which bound with the gold electrodes (R 5 Au). The different anchoring groups are highlighted with a blue circle. Lp refers to the

nitrogen lone pair and Ht denotes the terminal hydrogen. The length of each molecule is obtained after energy minimization using the MM2 force field (ChemDraw

3D). The single-molecule conductance value G was deduced from the peak that appears in the log(G ) histograms of 100 opening G(z ) curves obtained from three to

four different samples.

Molecule Length, L (Å) No. of samples Conductance, G (G0)

1 RS SR 20.7 (S–S) 4 (1.2+0.1) � 1024

2 NRS 18.7 (S–N) 19.4 (S–Lp) 3 (5.7+2.4) � 1025

3
N

RS Ht 19.8 (S–Ht) 3 (6.6+1.3) � 1026

4 RS Ht 19.8 (S–Ht) 3 (5.9+2.4) � 1026

5 RS Ht 12.9 (S–Ht) 4 —
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have a higher conductance value than a pair of molecules of 4
because of the reduced distance the electrons have to tunnel
between the gold electrodes through the molecular bridge. We also
emphasize that without deprotecting the thiol function (see
Methods), no molecular signature can be detected in the break
junction. This permits the elimination of other unanticipated
interactions except for intermolecular interactions to explain the
signal observed for compounds 3–5. Finally, we also checked that
for compounds where no aromatic stacking is possible, such as in
monothiolated alkane chains, we do not observe the formation of
molecular junctions (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S3).
These experiments clearly reveal the importance of the immediate
surroundings in transport molecular junctions involving a single
molecule or a few molecules32–35.

TUNNELLING PICTURE

As briefly stated above, the different conductance values can be
qualitatively attributed to the difference in the distance that
electrons have to tunnel between the gold electrodes. This
distance is determined by the length of a single molecule if there
are anchors on both sides, or by the length of a p–p stacked
pair of molecules otherwise. The stacking of a pair of monothiol
molecules 3 is illustrated in Fig. 4a. Figure 4b–d presents

different stacking configurations of the same molecule, and
Fig. 4e shows the two-side anchored dithiol molecule.

By considering the s-framework and the p-electrons separately,
Hunter and Sanders36 emphasized that the geometrical
arrangement of interacting aromatic molecules is essentially
governed by electrostatics. Two aromatic molecules brought in
close proximity will not register directly on top of each other due
to the electrostatic repulsion of the negative p-electron clouds.
A net positive interaction will result from the p–s attraction,
translating for instance as a staggered face-to-face configuration
as shown in Fig. 4a. The question of the relative orientation of
the aromatic rings within an OPE molecule remains a matter of
debate. The fully planar configuration has the minimum
energy32,37,38. However, in diluted solution at room temperature,
experiments and calculations suggest that the aromatic rings of
OPE molecules are able to explore different orientations37,39. This
is certainly true at low concentration. At higher concentrations,
where the p–p interaction induces aggregation, coplanar
stacking appears favoured38,40,41. This is also the case in crystals of
similar aromatic compounds42,43. In our case, the molecules self-
assemble at the surface of the gold electrodes, leading to a high
local concentration. We therefore expect the molecules to form
coplanar stacks as illustrated in Fig. 4a. Figure 4b–d depicts
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Figure 3 Conductance histograms for the different molecules. Comparison of

log(G ) histograms for OPE molecules with two linking terminals (molecules 1

and 2), and with only one thiol linker (molecules 3 to 5). Each histogram was

built from 100 conductance traces obtained during successive opening cycles,

similar to the example shown in Fig. 2e. The pronounced Gaussian-like peaks

(solid lines) in the log(G ) histograms represent the signatures of the specific

molecule investigated. The molecular junction conductance is deduced from the

peak conductance Gpeak.

20.7 Å

36.0 Å
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Figure 4 Illustration of possible stacking configurations. a, Staggered p –p

stacking configuration of a pair of OPE–monothiol molecules within which the

aromatic rings are shifted by half of the ring length. b–e, Simplified

representation of different configurations of OPE molecules between the

electrodes, where a rectangle indicates a phenyl ring: the configuration

anticipated as the most probable one (b); less probable configurations due to

steric hindrance (c) and reduced conjugation and overlap (d); junction distance

between the sulphur atoms for a single OPE–dithiol molecule between

electrodes (e). All distances are taken between the sulphur atoms on either side

and were estimated after minimizing the energy of the compound using a

molecular mechanics calculation using the MM2 force field (ChemDraw 3D).
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possible stacking configurations. We believe that Fig. 4b represents
the actual stacking configuration of a pair of molecules 4. The
structures in Fig. 4c,d are seen as less probable because of steric
hindrance and because of the weaker p–p interaction due to the
reduced overlap between the molecules.

In a simple tunnelling picture where electrons tunnel through
an effective medium over a distance d, the conductance G can be
written as G ¼ Ae2bd. The decay constant b is determined by
the electronic parameters of the effective medium (here, the
molecules). For a given electrode material (here, gold), the pre-
factor A depends on the electron density-of-states at the point
where the molecule contacts the gold electrode. Because this is
determined by thiol anchors both in a single molecule and a
stacked pair of molecules, this factor can be taken as a constant.
Note that in this tunnelling picture, the symmetric and constant
peak widths in the log(G) histograms (Fig. 3) reflect the fact that
the conductance fluctuations mainly arise due to variations in
the exponent of the conductance. The conductance fluctuations
can therefore be attributed to variations of the effective
tunnelling distance d and the decay constant b, as generated by
local changes in the geometrical arrangement of the molecular
junction. Experimental and theoretical evidence has already been
provided for a strong through-space conjugation between
p-systems held together by carbon linkers44. For the following
estimate we will use a typical average decay constant of 0.3 Å21

for the OPE derivatives as obtained from electron transfer rates
in donor–bridge–acceptor systems45–47 and theory48,49. The
distances between the two sulfur atoms are 20.7 Å for the single
OPE dithiol molecule (Fig. 4e) and 29.1 Å for a pair of OPE–
monothiols (Fig. 4b). The longer tunnelling distance between
electrodes for a stacking junction leads to a 12 times lower
conductance. This is in reasonable agreement with experiment,
which shows a 20-fold difference.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that an intermolecular
p–p stacking interaction between monothiol molecules
composed of alternating phenylene and ethynylene units is strong
enough to induce the formation of molecular junctions. The
yield is similar to that of dithiol molecules, with a molecular
signature reaching the same degree of quality as judged from the
statistical variation of single junction conductance values. This is
a significant finding for molecular electronics. Intermolecular
aromatic stacking plays a determinant role in stabilizing nano-
objects. The importance of p–p overlap has long been
recognized in thin-film organic electronics, molecular mechanics,
and especially in biomolecular and supramolecular chemistry. We
show here that p–p stacking can also be used as the dominant
guiding force for the formation of molecular bridges in few-
molecule electronic junctions. These experimental findings
provide a strong basis for the design of future electromechanical
and sensing devices operating at the single-molecule level.

METHODS

SAMPLE STRUCTURE AND MCBJ APPARATUS

The gold structure was fabricated by electron-beam lithography on a flexible
spring steel plate substrate onto which an insulating polyimide layer, several
micrometres thick, was cast, followed by the evaporation of a thin adhesion
layer of titanium of thickness 10 nm at an angle of �508 and the evaporation of a
60 nm gold layer perpendicular to the sample. This procedure ensures good
adhesion of the gold layer but avoids titanium in the central region of the bridge.
The bridge was typically 150 nm in width and 200–300 nm in length. The bridge
was suspended by etching the polyimide in an oxygen plasma. Thereafter, the
sample was mounted in a mechanical bending apparatus (MCBJ apparatus).
The mechanical design provided a large attenuation between the variation in
the vertical pushrod movement Dz and the respective variation in the
gap distance Dd. The attenuation factor a ¼ Dd/Dz was found to be in the

range 1.6–4 � 1025. The pushrod was driven by a micrometre screw and a gear
box by a stepper motor at a velocity of vz ¼ 30 mm s21, so that the two gold leads
separated at 0.5–2.0 nm s21. The pushrod was periodically moved upwards and
downwards. In this way the gold junction could be opened and closed many
times, and the conductance measured, resulting in so-called opening and
closing curves. In the present work we discuss only data obtained from opening
curves. Because many opening curves can be acquired, a statistical analysis
is possible.

In our MCBJ setup, a glass liquid cell was gently pressed against the sample
from above through a soft viton tube in order to immerse the suspended gold
bridge in liquid. The molecular rods 1–5 were synthesized with acetyl-protected
thiol anchor groups. To assess the conductance G of a particular molecule, the
junction was periodically opened and closed in the presence of a 0.25 mM
solution of molecules 1–5 in a 3 ml mixture of THF/mesitylene (1:4 v/v ratio)
(henceforth the solvent) to which 30 mM tetrabutyl ammonium hydroxide
(TBAH) was added to remove the acetyl protection groups in situ. During the
measurements, the solution was kept under an argon atmosphere to prevent the
de-protected bifunctional molecules from polymerization through disulphide
bond formation.

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A bias voltage of 0.2 V was applied between the left and right gold electrodes and
the resulting current measured with a custom-made current-to-voltage
converter, which enabled measurement of conductance values ranging from the
quantized conductance value of a single-atom contact G0 ¼ 2e2/h down to
�1 � 1027G0. The junction was opened until the conductance value G was
below the resolution limit of our amplifiers and closed until a gold–gold contact
was re-established, identified by G . G0 (�10 G0). During junction opening and
closing, G was continuously recorded. In this work, 100 open–close cycles
defined one set of measurement for each sample. For all molecules, at least three
sets of measurements were taken, with each set acquired on a freshly prepared
sample which had not been broken before. For each molecule the measured
conductance values of all opening curves were analysed in a statistical manner by
plotting the histogram of all values of the logarithm of G. The log(G) histogram
displayed a pronounced peak from which we obtained the single-molecule G
value. This value was deduced by fitting a Gaussian function on the overall peak
and transforming it back from the log(G) scale to the linear G representation26

(see Supplementary Information, Fig. S4, for histograms in the linear
representation).
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